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This undoubtedly made Chen Jiuzhou feel terrified. 

In his heart, he has always looked down on Ye Qingtian and the others. 

I feel that these are old antiques, and it will be like this all my life, and I 
practice some old-fashioned martial arts and martial arts. 

However, Chen Jiuzhou was undoubtedly unexpected in the confrontation just 
now. 

Even he felt that Ye Qingtian’s tricks were extremely profound. 

Ye Qingtian was expressionless, and looked at Chen Jiuzhou indifferently, 
“This palm is called Tianfan Palm. It was taught to me by Mark back then.” 

“Shut up!” Hearing Mark’s name, Chen Jiuzhou’s brows and eyes suddenly 
darkened for a few minutes. 

“Ye Qingtian, as the Yanxia Zhu Kingdom, you have such a deep connection 
with that human scum?” 

“Are you convicted?” 

“Collude with rebels, and commit the same crime!” 

“Today, I will judge you in the name of the Lord of the Martial God Palace!” 

“Ye Qingtian, are you still not going to die?” 

Amidst the anger, Chen Jiuzhou stepped on the ground and rushed out 
immediately. 

For a moment, with a more violent attack, he wanted to slap Ye Qingtian hard. 

Ye Qingtian is also serious about it! 



However, after a short confrontation, Chen Jiuzhou discovered that Ye 
Qingtian’s only threat to him was that one move. 

The rest of the moves couldn’t catch his eyes at all. 

“Ye Qingtian, so you only know this trick.” 

“Unfortunately, I thought, what do you rely on to dare to challenge me 
publicly?” 

“Now it seems that you are just looking for death stupidly!” 

After a short trial, Chen Jiuzhou thoroughly figured out Ye Qingtian’s trump 
card. 

Immediately there was a contemptuous smile on his face, and he looked at Ye 
Qingtian like he was looking at an idiot. 

“There are so many idiots in today’s human beings.” 

“Brian Chu, you, Ye Qingtian, too.” 

“With Yinghuo’s support, they dare to compete with Haoyue and bring about 
their own destruction.” 

Chen Jiuzhou smiled wantonly. 

He is not going to play with Ye Qingtian anymore. 

So, the next moment, he no longer kept it, and the offensive in his hand was 
instantly fierce, and he shot it one after another with his giant palm. 

This time, facing Chen Jiuzhou’s attack like Yuanhai, even if Ye Qingtian used 
Tianfan Palm, it would not help. 

Like a flat boat in the turmoil of the vast sea, it capsized in an instant. 

Chapter 4543 

All kinds of power and influence fell on Ye Qingtian. 

His ribs were broken and blood was flying everywhere. 



Ye Qingtian turned into a cannonball and flew out immediately! 

The bright red blood vomited all over the floor. 

“Mars!” 

Seeing that Ye Qingtian was injured, all the people in the mountain were 
anxious. 

All of a sudden, countless people rushed forward to check Ye Qingtian’s 
injuries. 

Only Chen Jiuzhou looked indifferent, with murderous intent raging in his cold 
eyes. 

“I’ve said it before, to be my enemy is to seek death.” 

“However, I won’t kill you.” 

“I will only punish you in a more painful way than death.” 

Chen Jiuzhou sneered coldly, looking indifferently at the god of war who was 
lying on the ground and was seriously injured. 

Behind, the dragon gate is wide open. 

But Chen Jiuzhou walked forward slowly. 

From the looks of it, Chen Jiuzhou was still planning to throw Ye Qingtian into 
the dragon gate. 

“Master Chen, please stop!” 

“In any case, God of War is my Yan Xia’s patron saint after all. He has 
sheltered Yan Xia all his life. He is the hero in the hearts of our Yan Xia 
warriors. No matter what, you can’t let the hero chill?” 

At this time, among the crowd, a woman took the lead in speaking out for the 
God of War. 

This woman is not someone else. 

It was Lu Yanxi who had cooperated with Mark. 



Although she is not very old, she grew up listening to the legend of the God of 
War. 

Today, the hero is late, and the God of War is no longer the person who 
stands at the top of Yanxia martial arts. 

However, it still represents the idol and belief of a generation. 

As Lu Yanxi spoke out first, the rest of the people also stepped forward, 
protecting the god of war Ye Qingtian behind him. 

“Please, Dianzhu Chen, be merciful!” 

“The God of War has ruled Yan Xia for decades, and he is loyal to Yan Xia’s 
martial arts.” 

“We will never do anything that betrays the people or the country.” 

“Regarding Longmen’s remarks, we believe that what God of War said is 
definitely not groundless.” 

“Also ask Master Chen to check clearly.” 

Everyone pleaded for Ye Qingtian. 
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Moreover, from what the audience said, it is obvious that everyone has been 
influenced by the God of War, and they have begun to doubt the safety of the 
Dragon Gate Project. 

For Chen Jiuzhou, this change was undoubtedly unacceptable. 

“shut up!” 

“Ye Qingtian is Brian Chu’s accomplice. He once again maliciously smeared 
the Longmen Experience Plan. He obviously has ulterior motives, and his 
intentions can be punished!” 



“As my Yanxia warriors, you should work with me to understand Brian Chu’s 
party, do justice for the sky, and get rid of this rebellion!” 

“How dare you plead for him?” 

Chen Jiuzhou was furious, and the murderous intent in his tough tone became 
more and more intense. 

Obviously, he never imagined that Ye Qingtian’s weight in the heart of Yan 
Xia martial artist would be so great. 

Just a few words stopped everyone’s desire for power, and they even began 
to question the Longmen plan. 

“Master Chen, there must be a misunderstanding here.” 

“We believe in God of War!” 

“The God of War is for the country and the people, and he will never do 
anything to be sorry for Yan Xia!” 

“right!” 

“We all believe in God of War!” 

“Master Chen, there must be a misunderstanding here.” 

“Also please, think twice before acting!” 

Everyone pleaded for orders to protect Ye Qingtian and prevent Chen Jiuzhou 
from attacking Ye Qingtian at all. 

Chen Jiuzhou’s eyes turned completely cold, “What?!” 

“Could it be that even you are going to be my enemy?” 

“If you don’t want to die, get out of here!” 

Chen Jiuzhou shouted angrily, and the majestic energy immediately centered 
on him and radiated away in all directions. 

The dozens of people present were all blown away by the shock. 



Lu Yanxi was the first to bear the brunt, her throat sweetened, and she spit 
out blood and was sent flying dozens of meters away. 

So far, Ye Qingtian has been exposed in front of Chen Jiuzhou without 
reservation. 

“Ye Qingtian, the farce is over.” 

“I’ll send you to the Dragon Gate!” 

Chen Jiuzhou smiled grimly. In the smile, there was a gloomy feeling of a 
successful plot. 

Ye Qingtian is not afraid. 

Even though Chen Jiuzhou had already arrived in front of him, he still used his 
last strength to warn everyone, “Everyone, if you still believe in me, Ye 
Qingtian, don’t enter Longmen!” 

“Don’t enter the Dragon Gate again!” 

Chapter 4545 

“That is the gate of hell, the gate of death.” 

Ye Qingtian’s shout echoed across the world. 

“You still say?!” 

“Looking for something to die for!” 

Chen Jiuzhou was furious. He didn’t expect that Ye Qingtian was dying, and 
he was still talking nonsense. 

In a rage, Chen Jiuzhou slammed his palm directly towards the face of God of 
War. 

Seeing the God of War suffered heavy injuries again, suddenly, two figures 
rushed out. 

“The Promise Sword!” 

“Mo Family Fist!” 



The sword master slashed furiously with his sword, and Mo Gucheng swung 
his fists furiously. 

With the joint efforts of the two titles, Chen Jiuzhou’s attack was blocked. 

“Sword Master? King of Fighters?” 

“you!” 

Seeing that these two men also made a move, the God of War suddenly 
panicked. 

“Who told you to do it?” 

“You two idiots, don’t quit yet!” 

“Today’s matter has nothing to do with you!” God of War shouted anxiously. 

The Juggernaut and the King of Fighters were indeed smiling, and that 
indifferent smile contained a kind of chicness that regarded death as home. 

“Lao Ye, stop talking nonsense.” 

“You are not alone in this hot summer Zhu Kingdom.” 

“How can we let you go through this muddy water alone?” 

The Juggernaut said boldly. 

“But, I will die!” God of War was anxious. 

Just now, the reason why he stood up and spoke alone was that he didn’t 
want to hurt the Juggernaut and the others. 

After all, they obstructed the Longmen plan, which touched Chen Jiuzhou’s Ni 
Lin, and the other party would never let them go. 

“Hahaha” 

“What fear is there in death? It’s just a long sleep.” 

“You, Ye, have proved one thing to us.” 



“That’s the Dragon Gate Project, there’s a ghost!” 

King of Fighters Mo Gucheng’s gloomy laughter echoed. 

Looking at the two people who suddenly joined the battle, Chen Jiuzhou’s fists 
were clenched immediately. 

“It seems that the two of you are also bewitched by Ye Qingtian?” 

“In that case, today, I, Chen Jiuzhou, will clean up the door.” 

“Yanxia Zhuguo, it’s time for a fresh batch of blood. You old bastards, it’s time 
to go down.” 
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Chen Jiuzhou was really angry. 

In the sharp eyes, there is a glint of murderous intent. 

He originally thought that after solving Chu Tianfan, he had completely 
conquered Yanxia Martial Dao. 

Unexpectedly, the backyard caught fire. 

Those old bastards like Ye Qingtian openly opposed him. 

That’s fine, taking this opportunity, Chen Jiuzhou will completely wipe out 
these dissidents and eliminate them. 

In this way, the next Yan Xia martial arts will completely become his own 
martial arts! 

After making up his mind, Chen Jiuzhou no longer had any scruples. 

He stepped forward and immediately made a move, attacking the King of 
Fighters. 



Soon, a big battle was staged publicly on the top of Yanshan Mountain. 

However, Juggernaut and the others also knew that even if the two of them 
joined the battle, they would not be Chen Jiuzhou’s opponent at all. 

But it does not matter. 

They never thought that they could defeat Chen Jiuzhou. 

All they did was to buy some time for God of War! 

“Lao Ye, don’t you hurry up?” 

Boom! 

After a collision, the King of Fighters and the Juggernaut were knocked back 
dozens of steps. 

Taking advantage of this gap, Juggernaut and the others really shouted 
anxiously to tell God of War to leave. 

But God of War, how could he leave them behind and leave alone. 

“Sword Master, you…” the God of War’s old eyes turned red. 

“Stop talking nonsense, Lao Ye, let’s go! As long as you are alive, there is still 
hope.” 

“Our martial arts in Yanxia must not fall into the hands of thieves like this!” The 
King of Fighters also urged anxiously. 

At the end of the yelling, the King of Fighters rushed directly in front of the 
God of War, his hands swelled with energy, and with a sudden force, he 
pushed the God of War directly. 

“Want to go?” 

“None of you can go.” 

Seeing that the God of War Ye Qingtian wanted to run, Chen Jiuzhou 
sneered, and he did catch up directly with his feet on the ground. 



But the King of Fighters blocked him, and the Mo family’s boxing style was like 
a violent storm at this time, blasting at Chen Jiuzhou fiercely. 

Chapter 4547 

“Go away!” 

Chen Jiuzhou cursed angrily, turned around and kicked hard. 

With full fist strength, like a falling ice cube, it was shattered under Chen 
Jiuzhou’s feet. 

Moreover, the power on Chen Jiuzhou’s feet continued unabated, directly 
falling on the chest of the King of Fighters. 

The King of Fighters seemed to be hit hard, and his whole body flew out like a 
ball, and smashed into the mountain with a bang. 

The bright red blood, along with the soaring dust, spat all over the ground. 

too strong! 

Chen Jiuzhou was so powerful that the King of Fighters couldn’t stop him for a 
minute. 

Seeing that, Chen Jiuzhou was about to catch up with Ye Qingtian. 

At this time, the cold voice of the Juggernaut came from behind. 

“Chen Jiuzhou, your Longmen, do you still want it?” 

“Today, I will destroy it for my billions of people in Yanxia!” 

The sword master Xiao Chen had already rushed to the dragon gate at some 
point. 

He holds a long sword in his hand, and the vertical and horizontal sword 
energy keeps gathering under his hands. 

The fierce attack, ready to go, is about to bombard the dragon gate! 

“as****, do you dare?” 



Chen Jiuzhou was shocked! 

The dragon gate is what he values most. Although the Juggernaut may not be 
able to destroy it, Chen Jiuzhou can’t tolerate any mistakes. 

Otherwise, if the dragon gate is half damaged and the master pursues it, he, 
Chen Jiuzhou, will undoubtedly die! 

Therefore, Ye Qingtian, the god of war, was no longer cared about. 

Chen Jiuzhou turned around, and then turned to chase the Juggernaut. 

Seeing that his plan had succeeded, a smile appeared on the corner of 
Juggernaut’s mouth. 

Then, with the long sword in his hand, he mercilessly slashed down at the 
dragon gate. 

Seeing that the sword qi was about to fall, Chen Jiuzhou finally rushed to the 
front. He stretched out his hands and stood in front of the dragon gate, 
resisting the power of the sword qi with his body! 

After a few breaths, the storm subsided. 

Chen Jiuzhou, who was originally calm, was already a little embarrassed at 
this time. 

Her hair was disheveled and her clothes were torn. 
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The hasty response just now made Chen Jiuzhou a little embarrassed after 
all. , 

However, this undoubtedly angered him even more. 

“You guys are really courting death!” 



Under the rage, Chen Jiuzhou’s eyes turned red. 

After blocking the Sword Saint’s sword energy, he flew directly in front of him, 
bullying him. 

The Juggernaut then slashed with his sword, but Chen Jiuzhou held the sword 
with one hand, and with his other hand, he hammered madly at the 
Juggernaut’s chest. 

In an instant, he threw out ten punches in a row. 

The beaten Juggernaut spat out blood, his chest was almost sunken! 

Finally raised his knees, another heavy blow! 

The huge force made the Juggernaut nearly spit out his internal organs. 

“Sword Master!” 

God of War, who was pushed into the distance, had red eyes. 

In a pair of old eyes, there are almost tears! 

“Let’s go!” 

At this time, the King of Fighters got up from the ruins covered in blood, and 
he roared hoarsely towards Ye Qingtian’s direction. 

Then, he rushed into the battle again and went to help the Juggernaut. 

“You guys are really persistent!” 

Seeing being entangled by these two old things, Chen Jiuzhou gritted his 
teeth angrily. 

For a moment, his attack was undoubtedly heavier. He dodged the sword in 
the hand of the Juggernaut, turned around and pierced the palm of the King of 
Fighters. 

The bright red blood instantly soaked the entire arm of the King of Fighters. 

The god of war in the distance, watching this scene, was bleeding in his heart. 



Dragging his wounded body, he wanted to rush up countless times, sharing 
life and death with his comrades. 

However, whether it is the Juggernaut or the King of Fighters, they dragged 
Chen Jiuzhou tightly, and then shouted hard, “Lao Ye, go!” 

“With our hope, live well.” 

“Lao Ye, we regret it.” 

“We were wrong after all” 

“We are sorry, Chu Tianfan.” 

Chapter 4549 

As the saying goes, when a horse is about to die, its cry also mourns. When a 
person is about to die, his words are also kind. 

In the past few months after Chu Tianfan’s death, after witnessing what Chen 
Jiuzhou and the others did, both the Sword Master and the King of Fighters 
finally came to their senses. 

They finally realized it. 

The man who was forced to death by them back then was the man who was 
truly on the right side of the world, the one who truly grasped the truth. 

They regret it. 

I regret that I didn’t believe in Mark back then, and I didn’t stand firmly on their 
side when Mark was the loneliest. 

And now, the consequences have finally been cast. 

They had no choice but to swallow the evil they had created with tears in their 
eyes. 

“Chen Jiuzhou!” 

“I, Ye Qingtian, swear that I will never die with you, never die!” 



Looking at the Juggernaut and King of Fighters who were buying time for him 
with their lives, God of War clenched his palm tightly, his fingertips embedded 
in the flesh and blood. 

His eyes were red and he growled angrily. 

Then, with tears in his eyes, and endless unwillingness and guilt, he fled 
Yanshan. 

Just like what the Juggernauts said, only by being alive can there be hope, 
only by being alive can it be possible to save the world, and only by being 
alive can we avenge them. 

Seeing God of War in the distance, Juggernaut and King of Fighters, the 
corners of their bloody mouths curved with relief. 

“Go away!” 

Chen Jiuzhou was also extremely annoyed by these two old things 
relentlessly blocking him. 

He counted his palms in succession, and slammed down hard without 
reservation. 

The King of Fighters and Sword Masters were almost bloody and fell to the 
ground powerlessly, like dogs. 

“Damn old thing!!” 

“You’re asking for trouble!” 

Seeing that the two Juggernauts had lost their ability to resist, Chen Jiuzhou 
cursed in disgust, then lifted one with one hand, and threw the two into the 
dragon gate behind him. 

Then, he looked back at the direction God of War left, and found that he had 
already run far away, so Chen Jiuzhou stopped chasing him. 

Instead, let the rest of the people enter the dragon gate immediately. 

But in this situation, how can anyone dare to enter the Dragon Gate? 

Everyone turned pale, and looked at Chen Jiuzhou with some fear. 



Obviously, Ye Qingtian’s words just now worked. 

In the past, Longmen, which was full of temptations for warriors, has obviously 
become the gate of hell exuding the breath of death in their eyes! 

Just like what the Juggernaut said just now, the hearts of the Yanxia warriors 
present were also shaken. 

Could it be that they really misunderstood Mark back then? 
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“Why, do you want to disobey me too?” 

After seeing his order issued, the people in front of him remained motionless. 

No one obeyed his order and entered the Dragon Gate. 

This undoubtedly made Chen Jiuzhou’s anger even stronger. 

The resistance of Ye Qingtian and others had already made Chen Jiuzhou 
extremely unhappy, and now these ants have begun to be disobedient. 

For a moment, Chen Jiuzhou’s murderous heart suddenly arose. 

“Master Chen, we dare not.” 

“It’s just that we feel that the opportunity to experience Longmen is too 
precious.” 

“How can I, Wang Hui, be able to enjoy such a great honor and opportunity.” 

“So, I thought this time, I won’t go in, and let this great opportunity be given to 
my compatriots who are better than me.” 

At this time, among the crowd, a man who looked like he was in his thirties 
stood up and said, the smile on the corner of his mouth seemed a bit forced. 



Following Wang Hui’s opening, the dozens of Yan Xia warriors who were 
selected before also declined with similar reasons. 

“That’s right, Palace Master Chen.” 

“I’m an old bone. I’m already seventy years old. Half of my body was buried in 
the ground.” 

“Don’t let me ruin the opportunity to enter Longmen, let’s leave it to those 
talented young people.” 

“Master Chen, I will also retreat.” 

“My wife called, she is going to give birth.” 

“I have to stay and have a baby with my wife” 

“My wife is about to die in a car accident, and I can’t go. Master Chen, I have 
to go back to see my wife for the last time, and I will give up my spot for free.” 

For a time, more and more people stood up. 

Although there are various reasons, but the core idea is only one. 

That is, they don’t want to enter this dragon gate. 

When Chen Jiuzhou heard the words, he sneered suddenly, “Give it up?” 

“Just kidding, Longmen Holy Land, are you going to enter as soon as you say 
you want to, and not to enter if you say you can’t?” 

Chen Jiuzhou’s words carried a strong chill. 

For a moment, the fear in Lu Yanxi and others under Yanshan Mountain 
undoubtedly became stronger. 

At this time, Chen Jiuzhou raised his footsteps and walked towards the crowd 
one after another. 

Under Chen Jiuzhou’s tremendous oppression, everyone backed away in 
fright. 

“Master Chen, what exactly do you want to do?” 



“Didn’t you say that the Longmen quota is precious, and we will take the 
initiative to give it up, can’t we?” 

Everyone asked in fear. 

But Chen Jiuzhou was too lazy to talk nonsense with them. 

Chapter 4551 

He didn’t want to say a word more. 

He has already realized that Ye Qingtian’s previous speech has completely 
failed his long-planned Longmen training plan. 

Under such circumstances, it is almost impossible for these people to rush 
into the dragon gate. 

If so, there is no need to reinstall it. 

Chen Jiuzhou is ready to use coercive means. 

So, next, under the horrified eyes of everyone, Chen Jiuzhou rushed directly 
into the crowd, one in each hand, picked them up and threw them directly into 
the dragon gate. 

“crazy!” 

“Dianzhu Chen is completely crazy!” 

“Everyone, run away” 

The scene where Chen Jiuzhou beat Juggernaut and others seriously and 
threw them into the Dragon Gate is still vivid in my memory. 

Now Chen Jiuzhou has repeated his old tricks and started attacking everyone. 

Such abnormal behavior undoubtedly made everyone realize that this Chen 
Jiuzhou is a lunatic and this Longmen is a trap. 

What God of War said was right, and what Brian Chu said back then was also 
right. 



This dragon gate is not a rare opportunity in thousands of years, but a 
disaster, a trap, and hell. 

And Chen Jiuzhou is the demon from the abyss hell, wielding a sickle, 
throwing one life after another into the dragon gate. 

“Run away!” 

“Run away!” 

At this point, everyone’s psychological defense completely collapsed. 

The place they once dreamed of, the dragon gate they once saw as heaven, 
has now become hell. 

It is conceivable that the impact on everyone’s hearts was so great. 

However, they realized at this time that it was too late, too late. 

Because, at this time, there is no giant in front of them, who can block the 
wind and rain for them. 

Once, they had. 

However, they pushed the big tree in front of them with their own hands, and 
buried the giant who guarded the world. 

confusion, fear, cry 

The holy land of martial arts, which originally represented power and strength, 
has now become the source of chaos. 

The entire Yanshan Mountain was in chaos. 

A large number of warriors fled in all directions like crazy. 

However, how could they escape from Chen Jiuzhou’s clutches. 

At this time, Chen Jiuzhou rushed into the flock like a wolf. 

He knocked down a group of people with one punch, and knocked everyone 
unconscious with one palm. 



Blood and screams filled Yanshan. 

 


